


May 8-15th 2019 
The astrology is powerful this week! We made it through 
last week and while there is still some tricky astro ahead, 
most involving the square between Venus and Saturn/
Pluto (all discussed in the daily posts), now we get the 

opportunity to build more effectively.

How did making your money altar go? I’d love to see some 
pics of yours. If you share in instagram, tag me so I can 
see, and I’m happy to give suggestions and a blessing! 

This week you’re going to be spending some time at your 
altar. Doing a quick money spell when we need some cash 

can be great but, if we want to build something 
sustainable and long-term, it’s important to work on 

some deeper, money-related patterns. Awareness comes 
first. So this week we will focus on awareness of our 

finances and honoring them differently. 



Yucky Stuff: Bills and B*llshit

Journal Exercise: Clarity on Money Feelings
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Tax season is an especially apt time to talk about this! We all have expense 

we resent. Maybe it’s student loans, medical debt, parking tickets, 

expenses we pay for our family, utilities, or membership dues. These 

resentments can create huge (and I mean HUGE) money blocks. Sadly, the 

very things we feel are robbing us of our wealth often end up taking much 

more due to the ripple effect of our unaddressed thoughts and feelings 

around them.

1.List out the expenses that cause the most stress, fear, and anger. Rate 

each one from 1-10, 10 being the highest state of emotion.

2.Who are you mad at? Take each expense individually for this step. Is it 

the government? Your spouse? Your parents? Get it all out!

3.Self-resentment is hugely important. Are you angry at yourself for any of 

these expense? Guilty? Blaming? Write out some of what you’re carrying 

around this. 

4.From 1-10, rate your level of compliance in meeting these responsibilities. 

Are you on time? Late? Not making enough to pay them? In collections? 

Wherever you’re at is ok. Just take an honest look, for the purpose of 

monitoring future progress, of how you’re handling things now. 
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Renaming + Reframing

1.Start a fresh paper. Take the first item on the list and let’s say it’s “student 

loan debt”. You’re going to reframe this into something you can interact 

with differently. Maybe it’s “Invaluable Education”. Maybe it’s “Time I Spent 

Learning What I Didn’t Want.” Or “Exploration of Myself Away from 

Home”. And so forth. Let it be HONEST! If you hated your education, you 

don’t have to pretend it was wonderful. Similarly, if you loved your 

education you don’t have to hate it just because it was expensive. Access 

something that feels true to you as a NEW WAY to view this expense. 

Remember, we are STRETCHING here. It might not feel natural at first. 

That’s ok.

2.Keep going down your list! Rename and reframe these expenses.

3.What are some benefits to paying your expenses? For example, taxes. 

Even if we know that our taxes go to things like war, what are examples of 

places our money goes that do align with our values? Maybe it’s 

foodstamps or street lights or fixing roads. How can we access the parts of 

spending we might not normally think of? Be thorough here. Think of all 

the great things you’re helping fund, or the weight of chipping away at 

your own debt for your own benefit and that of others in your life. What 

patterns are you rewriting in handling your finances? What family legacies 

are you shifting? Who are you healing besides yourself in doing so?  

4.What are you grateful to have the money to be able to pay? What would 

it be like if you did not have that money and could not pay, say, the light 

bill? What would that be like? What can you be grateful for in your ability 

to pay these expenses?
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Money Altar Work
As with any magical space, we must develop intimacy for it to be potent. 

Think of your money altar as a new relationship. It’s time to show it what 

you’re working with! This is how you, your guides, and your practices all 

begin to align in mutual effort, pointing the same way. This week, you’ll 

bring your earnings and expenses to your altar. 

In the past, this would have been CASH. I do recommend having cash on 

your money altar, ideally an amount that feels or looks abundant, since 

cash money energy is a big part of what you’re calling in. That said, since 

you are likely not handling your earnings and expenses in cash, you can 

get creative about this (explained below).

Money In:
• Buy a little notebook with cute or pretty or stylish paper you like, one 

with perforated edges so you can rip pages out. Small pages are ideal!

• Check your deposits (paychecks, gifts, side hustle earnings, tips etc) and 

write on these little papers the amounts coming in (be exact!)

• Bring your ‘money’ to your altar and pass it through the center of the 

altar. Have a central spot where they can land for devotion. You can light 

incense and pass them through, kiss them as you place them down, touch 

them to a sacred stone, etc. 

• The important thing is that EACH AND EVERY ONE get honored here. 

Express your gratitude! Giggle, be playful, cry, say thank you, connect with 

what is POSSIBLE for you because of this money coming in 
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Money out:
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Other Ideas:



Block Busting
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Ideally you have a fresh white cloth for your altar cloth, although truly it can be 

anything you like and have. (You’ll want to create away from from anything 

flammable, please use proper caution and discernment.)  

You will need: 

White candle. •Sea Salt •Juniper •Lemon

Cut the lemon in half and squeeze half the juice into some sea salt mixed with 

olive oil. Crush up some juniper and add it to the scrub. This is a block breaker 

scrub that you can use as you shower or bathe tonight.  Lemons are great for 

making things neutral, bringing things back to basics and cleansing the body 

and mind. Sea salt is a natural protector and cleanser, olive oil is the holy oil of 

the magical world, bringing peace, harmony, and a clear mind and juniper is a 

block busting, uncrossing powerhouse packed up in a tiny berry.

Take a bath or a shower and scrub your body with the block buster. Visualize all 

of your blocks being broken, your path being uncrossed, and doors opening. 

Say out loud or to yourself all the things that feel blocked or crossed and allow 

them to run down the drain.  Pat yourself dry and return to your candle.  Anoint 

the candle with olive oil pushing the oil away from your body and towards a 

door or window. Add a few drops of the lemon to the candle. On a heat safe 

plate spread a circle of sea salt and drip more of the lemon onto the salt. 

Sprinkle the juniper on the salt and lemon. Place the candle in the middle of the 

salt circle and put your hands over it. 
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Place any of the excess energy or fear into the candle, visualizing the candle 

melting and those blocks melting as well.Focus on a feeling of Freedom to Pass/

Nothing In the Way in your financial life.  When you are finished blow on it three 

times (this breathes life into it) and light the candle. Allow it to burn out.

Take the remaining wax and salt to a crossroads and throw out in a plastic or 

paper bag. This can be a cross section of the road where there is a garbage can. 

If you do not have crossroads near you throw away and immediately take 

garbage out of house.






